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Crime Scene Gown

ABOUT THE ARTIST
Nancy Judd, founder of
Recycle Runway, is an
internationally recognized
artist and environmental
educator. She strives to
change the way people live
on the earth through
innovative eco-events that
showcase her dazzling
couture fashions made from
garbage! Nancy’s Recycle
Runway collections of trashchic garments are displayed
in high traffic public venues
including shopping centers,
airports, and museums. She
also spreads her
environmental message
through engaging workshops
and presentations.

Eco-Flamenco Gown: Public Event at Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts

WHAT RECYCLE
RUNWAY OFFERS
Recycle Runway and artist
Nancy Judd can help you
create an event that attracts
customers and media
attention to your location.
At a time when people are
increasingly shopping,
interacting, and learning
online, Nancy offers
compelling personal
experiences that bring
people together in a
meaningful, live context.
Nancy provides unique,
memorable and interactive
events that combine art,
fashion and ecoconsciousness.

CLIENTS
o

Nancy Judd’s work has been sponsored by international corporations including Delta Air Lines,
Toyota, Coca-Cola, Target, and more.

Environmental Stewardess Uniform

Vintage Delta Inspiration Image

Safety Card, Ticket & Pretzel Wrapper
Cape Detail

ENVIRONMENTAL
STEWARDESS UNIFORM:
·Client: Delta Air Lines
·175 Hours
·6 Leather Seat Covers
·Over 10 Million Views
·Venue: Atlanta
International Airport,
Georgia; New Mexico
Museum of Art, Santa Fe
The uniform, hat and purse in
this project are sewn from wornout leather seat covers from
Delta airplanes. The cape is
made from replaced seat-back
safety cards, Sky Magazines, old
plane tickets, and pretzel
wrappers all cut into strips and
sewn onto worn pillow cases.
The cape is lined with a
discarded Delta in-flight blanket.

Nancy Judd Wearing Convertible Trashique Suit

Gathering Car Seat Trash Materials

Electrical Wire Trim Detail

CONVERTIBLE
TRASHIQUE SUIT:
·Client: Toyota
·150 Hours
·10 Pounds of Wire from
Beneath the Hoods of Cars
·Over 11 Million Views
·Venue: Toyota Corporate
Conference, Long Beach, CA
Created with material from a softtop convertible, the blouse, jacket,
and skirt on this garment are
constructed from old Toyota cars.
The ‘faux fur’ on the jacket was
made by curling electrical wire
from the vehicles, hand-sewn
onto the jacket’s lapel. The hat is
sewn from a front-end car hood
mask and accented with electrical
copper wire. The purse is woven
from electrical wire and the metal
‘paper’ found inside the car’s
electrical cable. The garment has
been featured at 20 events across
the US.

For this ensemble, Coke soda
cans were hand-cut into leaves,
petals, and vines and hand-sewn
onto the dress, purse, and
vintage shoes. This 1950s retro
cocktail dress and purse were
created from canvas scraps. The
garment has been featured at 15
public events across the US.
Nancy Judd Wearing Pop Can Couture

Soda Can Trash Materials

Soda Can Scrap Pattern Detail

POP CAN
COUTURE DRESS:
·Client: Coca-Cola
·135 Hours
·1,000 Pieces of Coke Cans
Sewn onto this Gown
·Over 12 Million Views
·Venue: National Recycling
Coalition Conference,
Atlanta, GA

Recycling Fiesta Dress

Bag, Display & Toy Trash Materials

Carmen Miranda Inspiration Image

RECYCLING
FIESTA COSTUME:
·Client: Target
·100 Hours
·25 Plastic Shopping Bags
·Over 15 Million Views
·Venue: National
Recycling Coalition
Conference, Austin, TX
Sewn from a Target
employee’s old shirt, the
armbands and top on this
gown are accented by
Target’s discarded plastic
shopping bags. The paper
beads of the necklace are
constructed from cardboard
product displays, and the
Carmen Miranda-style
headdress incorporates
plastic bag and cardboard
display elements as well as a
children’s game which had
been returned to the store by
a customer. The garment has
been showcased at over 30
public events nationally.

ACHIEVEMENTS
o

Nancy Judd’s work appears in the permanent collection of the Smithsonian Museum in
Washington, DC, and has been widely exhibited in museums, shopping centers, airports,
and public venues across the US and internationally. She has also been a featured speaker
for the acclaimed TEDx lecture series.

TEDx TALK VIDEO
Nancy Judd has been giving engaging speeches that captivate audiences of all sizes and ages in
museums, shopping centers, schools, and public venues for over ten years. Nancy is proud to be a
featured lecturer at TEDx Albuquerque 2011 and TEDx Santa Fe 2012. TED is a highly acclaimed
nonprofit devoted to the mission of “Ideas Worth Spreading: Riveting Talks by Remarkable People.”
TED speakers have included Bill Gates, Frank Gehry, Jane Goodall, Al Gore, Bono, and many wellknown figures in the fields of Technology, Entertainment, and Design. International TED conferences
and local TEDx events also feature unexpected stars like artists, researchers, and more.

SELECTED PUBLIC EXHIBITIONS
· Smithsonian National Museum | Washington, DC
· Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport | Georgia
· Phoenix International Airport | Arizona
· Koldinghus Museum | Denmark
· New Mexico Museum of Art | New Mexico
· Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts | Michigan
· Change Couture Collection | Washington, DC
· Pittsburgh International Airport | Pennsylvania
· Albuquerque International Sunport | New Mexico
· Pitzer College Gallery/Alumna of the Year | California

Campaign Card Materials

Voting reminder cards from the
2008 Obama Presidential campaign
were cut into two inch strips and
machine-sewn to canvas scrap
panels to create the decoration for
this coat. The panels are handstitched on a vintage winter coat.
This garment was showcased at
several balls during the inauguration
of US President Barack Obama in
2009, and it is now part of the
Smithsonian Museum’s permanent
collection in Washington, DC. This
garment was also featured on the
front page of the Wall Street
Journal, and received extensive
international media coverage.

Obamanos Coat

Nancy Judd at Green Inaugural Ball in Washington, DC

Volunteer Assists with Sewing

OBAMANOS COAT:
·450 Hours
·900 pieces Cut from Voting
Reminder Cards
·25 Participants
·Millions of Views and
International Press Coverage
·Venue: Smithsonian Museum,
Washington, DC

ATLANTA AIRPORT VIDEO
This Recycle Runway video was shown on the CNN channel in every terminal throughout the
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport in Georgia several times per day for a year, and viewed
by over 92 million travelers. In her 2011/2012 year-long solo exhibition at the Atlanta Airport, 21 of
Nancy Judd’s Recycle Runway garments were on view in the international concourse and seen by over
10 million travelers, including pieces sponsored by Delta Air Lines, Target, Coca-Cola, and Toyota. The
exhibit also traveled to airports in Phoenix, Pittsburgh, and Albuquerque, where it was seen by millions
of additional travelers in the US. The collection is being shown at art museums around the country
through 2017.

PUBLIC ECO-EVENTS
o

Involving the public in making unique Recycle Runway fashion creations is an effective way to
attract the community to an onsite event at your location. Public workshops also offer great
photo opportunities for media coverage of your brand.

Volunteers assist with writing, cutting, and sewing
cereal box eco-pledges for the Eco-Flamenco Gown

Hands-on participation with artist Nancy Judd is fun and educational for the public and your special guests.

Eco-Pledges on Recycled Cereal Box Pieces

Gown Sewn from 5,000 Eco-Pledges

Volunteer Holds Eco-Pledge

Writing Eco-Pledge

ECO-FLAMENCO
GOWN:
·650 Hours
·5,000 Eco-Pledges
·5,000 Participants
·Client & Venue: Urban
Institute for Contemporary
Arts, Grand Rapids, MI
In an 18-day public workshop,
cereal boxes painted with
recycled paint were
transformed into cascades of
ruffles that contain over 5,000
eco-pledges—commitments of
actions written by each of
5,000 project participants to
help the environment. The
ruffles cover a gown
constructed entirely of
parachute scraps obtained from
a ballooning company in New
Mexico.

Writing Eco-Pledges

Dress Decorated with 3,000 Youth Eco-Pledges

Youth Eco-Pledges

Bow Detail

YOUTH ECO-DRESS:
·400 Hours
·3,000 Youth Eco-Pledges
Crafted into Paper Chain
Links
·2,000 Children Across
the USA Participated
·Client & Venue: Atlanta
International Airport
Exhibition
Made by 2,000 children out of
recycled office paper! During
Nancy’s youth presentations about
recycling and the environment, she
asks kids to write their names and
something that they would do to
help the environment on a strip of
recycled office paper. With the
help of Girl Scout troupes, 3,000
of these youth eco-pledges were
turned into long paper chains to
adorn this dress.

Dress Constructed with 100 Plastic Bags

Dress Displayed at State Building

Ruffle Detail

Cutting Plastic Bags

JELLYFISH DRESS:
·160 Hours
·100 Plastic Bags
·Community Art Festival
·Client & Venue: Lincoln City
Library, Lincoln City, OR
A coastal city in Oregon asked
Nancy to make this aquatic
apparel from plastic bags found
in the ocean, to raise awareness
about litter in the sea. At daylong public workshops,
participants helped Nancy make
the gown by cutting long strips of
plastic to create the ‘tentacles’ of
this dress. Blue plastic newspaper
bags and green dry cleaning bags
were ironed together to create the
base of the skirt. The bodice,
skirt detailing, tentacles and
necklace are made from white
grocery bags. This dress also
appeared in the New Mexico
State building and the Atlanta
International Airport exhibition.

Garment Created with 50 Car Tire Tubes

Volunteers Working

Volunteers Sewing

Bolero Detail

TIRELESS COUTURE:
·175 Hours
·650 Rubber Pieces Cut from
50 Car Tire Tubes
·5 Day Shopping Center
Workshop
·Client & Venue: University
Mall, Chapel Hill, NC
During a five day live event,
shopping center patrons assisted
Nancy Judd in making this
garment by cutting car tire tubes
into circles and strips that were
sewn into a skirt, shirt, and
bolero. The event encouraged
people to help the environment
by driving less and utilizing the
city’s many bicycle paths as an
alternative.

Cutting Tire Pieces

Work Materials

Washing Tires

Recycle Runway creates various garment assembly tasks that people of all ages and artistic abilities can do to participate in your eco-event.
Although Nancy works with trash, all raw materials are cleaned and the workshop environment is safe for guests. Pictured above,
participants wash, trim, and sew car tire tubes onto the Tireless Couture dress in North Carolina.

WORKSHOPS
o

Perfect for special events with children, families, groups, and VIPs.

Reclaimed Tetra Pak Wallet Detail

Volunteers with Completed Tetra Pak Wallets

Children and families work directly with the artist in a hands-on setting, making simple projects to take home using
recycled materials. Add special workshops to your eco-event, or book a workshop on its own. Pictured above, families
create wallets using discarded soy milk Tetra Pak packaging.

Volunteers Wearing Recycled Plastic Capes

Volunteers Wearing Bottle Cap Crowns

Volunteers Making Bottle Cap Crowns

Hats, wallets, capes and more! Nancy has created popular Recycle Runway eco-workshops with
groups such as the Museum of International Folk Art, Santa Fe Children’s Museum, Georgia
O’Keefe Museum, and Girl Scouts of America.

MEDIA COVERAGE
o

Recycle Runway projects achieve high success rates in client press results, with extensive local,
national, and international media coverage corresponding to the scope of each project.

Nancy Judd Speaking to the Press

Recycle Runway Press Clippings

SELECTED PRESS RESULTS
Nancy’s projects are unique and universally appealing.
Press and audiences alike are captivated by the idea of
using trash to make something beautiful and glamorous.
Projects are consistently widely publicized in print,
television, radio, and internet. Select coverage of Nancy’s
work for her clients’ brands includes features in these
major media outlets, and many more:
CNN
ABC News
NBC News
Fox News
USA Today
Los Angeles Times
Wall Street Journal
Pittsburgh Post Gazette
Forbes
Las Vegas Sun
Metro New York
AAA Travel Magazine
Metro Paris
Tree Hugger
Agence France-Presse (AFP)
Yahoo Shine
Yahoo News
Delta Sky Magazine

Recycle Runway Press Clippings

CAMPAIGN VISIBILITY
o

Recycle Runway works with each client to promote maximum
brand visibility throughout your campaign with your Nancy Judd project.

INTERNET PRESENCE:
Updates about each project appear on the Recycle
Runway website, Facebook, and Twitter pages. Clients
can also choose to hire a custom project blog, or
project micro-site to promote their Recycle Runway
project, videos, press coverage, events, workshops,
and contests. Shown here, Recycle Runway’s
Facebook page promotion of the Tireless Couture
project in North Carolina, with daily commentary and
photo uploads by the artist.

Recycle Runway Facebook Promotion of Client Project

TIMELAPSE AND VIDEO CAMPAIGNS:
Recycle Runway offers timelapse and other video
campaigns for your project. Clients can hire timelapse
video to share with press, at the event,
and online.
LECTURES:
Nancy is a dynamic presenter. Using captivating slides
of clients’ garments and projects, she has delighted
audiences of all ages in art institutes, universities,
shopping centers, youth organizations, and public
venues across the US with compelling stories that
encourage green tips for sustainable living. While
onsite for your project, Nancy can give live lecture
presentations to the audience of your choice, and
highlight your company’s green initiatives.

FINALE
On the final day of your Recycle Runway eco-event, your
completed garment is unveiled in a press conference for
the public and the media, with the project showcased in a
grand display. Clients work directly with the artist to design
a unique way to showcase the culmination of their event. A
client’s commissioned piece can be worn by a celebrity
onstage, or presented as part of a fashion show with
Nancy’s other works of your choice—the possibilities are
endless!

Recycle Runway in Fashion Shows

CONTESTS
Advertising a contest in conjunction with your Recycle
Runway project can increase public and media interest, for
example: host a recycled fashion community contest on the
last day judged by Nancy Judd. Entry ideas could be hats,
purses, pet costumes, or other ideas unique to your location
and brand. Contests can help your campaign gain valuable
additional visibility and traffic both onsite and on client
websites.
DISPLAY OPTIONS
After a client-commissioned garment has been completed
and the public eco-event is finished, your special creation
can stay onsite for public display for up to 30 days in a
secured location. There are additional options to keep a
garment onsite longer or to permanently purchase a piece
if clients desire. Normally, completed garments become
part of the artist’s traveling collection to be continually
exhibited in museums, airports, and venues around the US
and worldwide, offering unlimited future press coverage
and brand visibility for clients.

DESIGNING YOUR
RECYCLE RUNWAY PROJECT
Nancy Judd works one-on-one with Recycle Runway clients to design a special
garment for each commission, taking the following into consideration:
· Local waste materials
· Local environmental issues
· Regional and cultural design influences
· Celebrity or VIP who client may wish to wear the garment

Rusty Nail Material Detail

Aluminum Material Detail

Aluminum cans, rusty nails, broken glass, plastic bottles—be
creative! The possibilities for your eco-chic reclaimed fashion
garment are endless.

Nancy Judd in Glass Evening Gown

Nancy Judd in Couture Plastique

Broken Glass Material Detail

Plastic Bottle Material Detail

Nancy Judd in Rusty Nail Cocktail Dress

Nancy Judd in Aluminum Drop Dress

Once the garment’s considerations have been decided with the client, Nancy will design the garment
and provide you a sketch of the ensemble, and ‘fabric swatch’ that shows how the waste materials of
your choice will be incorporated into your custom eco-garment.

Youth Eco-Pledge Dress Sketch and Material Sample

Orange Peel Dress Sketch and Material Sample

Aluminum Dress Sketch and Material Sample

SKETCHES

BOOKING YOUR
RECYCLE RUNWAY PROJECT

At an Eco-Workshop

CONSIDERATIONS
‧ How much time, space, and budget are available?
‧ Do you want the public to participate in the
creation of the garment?
‧ What scope of media coverage and/or foot
traffic are desired?
‧ What timeframe is needed to meet ideal launch
and completion dates?
ACTION
‧ Book a contract that includes details of
timeframe, budget, general theme of project, and
logistical notes.
‧ Work with the artist directly to define design
details and receive a sketch.
‧ Work with the Recycle Runway team to plan
logistics of your event and setup requirements,
including branding optimization for the exhibit,
public relations materials, and website and social
networking promotions.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT: INCLUDED SERVICES
DESIGN
Artistic and logistic planning directly with the artist, including garment
design to best meet each client’s goals, space, and timeframe.
EXHIBIT
Exhibit and staging planning and list of required materials. Recycle Runway
works closely with each client to determine the best staging solution to
showcase and protect the project, and to optimize client branding and logo
presence. Each client receives specified measurements needed for
enclosures and workshop areas. All staging items can best be sourced for
rent or purchase locally.
PRESS PARTICIPATION
Participation in initial press conference announcing the project, and
additional media interviews, live television, and radio spots throughout
the course of the booking.

Nancy Judd Sewing with Volunteers

PROMOTION
Images, text, and existing video clips of past projects and press for
campaign promotions. Marketing and PR support for your campaign,
including press release collaboration and additional distribution, and
visibility on the Recycle Runway website and social media.
SPECIAL WORKSHOPS AND PRESENTATIONS
Clients can involve special segments of the community in a project by
hosting targeted workshops and lecture presentations with Nancy Judd.
FINALE
Work directly with the artist to plan a unique opportunity for press and
public to view your completed project and obtain additional foot traffic
and media coverage for your brand.

Recycle Runway Atlanta International Airport Display

OPTIONAL PROJECT ENHANCEMENTS
TIMELAPSE VIDEO
The Recycle Runway team offers high definition
timelapse photography, video editing, and YouTube
and social video-based marketing of the project.
PROJECT MICRO-SITE
The Recycle Runway team offers project websites
featuring the construction, surrounding events, daily
photo updates, blog entries by Nancy, links to social
media, and press coverage and releases.
SATELLITE MEDIA TOUR
An experienced interviewer, Nancy can give global
satellite media tours of numerous stations per day
including key client messaging and branding in every spot.

ADDITIONAL MARKETING & PR SERVICES
Our team can provide additional graphic design and copywriting
services if desired, such as text and layouts for signage for your
event, press release content, ad copy and concepts, and more.
GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS
Facilitation of Guinness World Record application and
adjudication for your project. If you want to obtain a “world’s
largest” record with a large-scale commission by Nancy Judd, let
us know and we will be happy to speak with our contacts at
Guinness on your behalf to coordinate the certification process.
CONTESTS
Advertising a contest in conjunction with the project can increase
public interest, for example: host a recycled fashion community
contest on the last day judged by Nancy. Contests can gain
additional visibility on client websites.

“I was so positively impressed by Nancy’s ability to relate so well to a wide variety
of participants. She gave us many options for project tasks, and I was amazed by
her people skills! I was thrilled for the opportunity to be a part of this workshop.”

Nancy Judd with Workshop Participants

-Jody Cassell, Workshop Participant: Tireless Couture in Chapel Hill, North Carolina

www.recyclerunway.com
Nancy Judd with Workshop Participants

